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Crime Prevention Matters

The American public thinks crime is a serious problem, and in fact, that crime is worse today than it was one year ago. This finding was consistent across national surveys conducted in the fall of 2007 by three very different organizations: Gallup1; the Center for Media, Crime & Justice at John Jay College2; and Third Way,3 a Washington, DC, think tank. Yet this perception runs counter to the facts: Crime rates have dropped off dramatically since the early 1990s. This is true of both violent crimes and property crimes. The downward trend applies not only to crimes that are known to law enforcement agencies,4 but also to victimizations reported in household surveys5 (which include incidents that were never reported to authorities).

Why does it matter that people think crime is on the rise? It matters because fear of crime factors into people’s decisions about where they go and what they do. People avoid neighborhoods that are thought to be dangerous—even if they aren’t. They watch television rather than walk outside—even though most people believe their own neighborhoods are safe. They limit their children’s social activities—even though the gravest danger to children comes from people they know. As James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling so eloquently stated, “Our crime statistics and victimization surveys measure individual losses, but they do not measure communal losses.”6

Avoidance behaviors like these have important consequences. Perhaps most obviously, they diminish the quality of life for the people who engage in them. But fear of crime has significant ramifications that

---

spill over into other aspects of daily life. When a neighborhood is perceived to be dangerous, businesses will suffer. Property values will plummet. The local economy will decline.

Research is mixed on the relationship between the economy and crime, but some studies suggest reasons for concern that crime rates will climb again.

- Mortgage foreclosures have reached crisis levels in many communities—and neighborhoods with higher rates of foreclosures tend to experience more violent crime.7
- Consumer confidence is trending downward—and as consumers lose confidence, crime, and especially robbery and property crime, tends to rise.8

A recent survey by the U.S. Conference of Mayors confirms that these factors are, indeed, driving increases in crime in many cities9

- 42 percent of the 124 responding cities reported that they are seeing increased crime as a result of current economic conditions.
- 29 percent reported an increase in crime resulting from the mortgage foreclosure crisis and the increase in the number of vacant and abandoned properties.

Noted criminologist Alfred Blumstein sees additional reasons for concern10

- It is increasingly difficult for young people lacking high school or college diplomas to find satisfactory employment.
- Social services have been substantially reduced with shrinking budgets at all levels of government.
- Law enforcement responsibilities have expanded to include terrorism as well as crime.
- Emerging drug markets may provoke violence, “especially if the principal participants in those markets are from communities with a strong tradition for violence.”
- An estimated 650,000 prisoners will be returning to communities each year.
- Guns are more prevalent in certain disadvantaged communities than they were before the crack cocaine era of the late 1980s and early 1990s.

In fact, the nationwide decline in violent crime came to a halt in 2005. Since then, the violent crime rate has varied somewhat from year to year, most recently posting a decrease of 0.7 percent in 2007.11 However, national statistics mask the reality in some cities, which have experienced alarming spikes in violent crime: 45 of 56 cities responding to a survey by the Police Executive Research Forum reported increases in robberies between 2004 and 2006. The robbery rate jumped more than 12 percent, and aggravated assaults with a firearm increased nearly 10 percent.12 Similarly, half of the 124 cities responding to the U.S. Conference of Mayors survey reported increases in violence among young people over the last year.13 This is not the time to become complacent about crime in America.

Crime Takes a Huge Financial Toll

The financial costs of crime are borne not only by victims, but by their families, employers, insurers, communities, and society as a whole.

---

Notwithstanding fluctuations in crime rates overall, the financial burden continues to mount:

- In 2005, crime victims incurred more than $17 billion,\(^{14}\) up from $16 billion the year before.
- Also in 2005, federal, state, and local governments spent about $204 billion for police protection, corrections, and judicial and legal activities associated with crime,\(^{15}\) compared to $185 billion in 2003.\(^{16}\)
- For corrections alone, state general fund expenditures topped $44 billion in 2007, up 315% since 1987.\(^{17}\)

And these estimates do not include costs incurred by financial crimes, including consumer fraud and identity theft. In 2007, Consumer Sentinel, a complaint database developed and maintained by the Federal Trade Commission, received over 250,000 identity theft complaints, accounting for 32 percent of the total of 813,899 consumer fraud complaints received.\(^{18}\) Consumers lost an estimated $1.2 billion to fraud that year—and this number is escalating.

These figures are particularly alarming because identity theft and fraud cross jurisdictional boundaries and apprehension and prosecution rates are very low. Prevention is the best tool available to guard against the devastating impact of financial crimes.

Numerous studies, summarized in a 2005 report of the National Crime Prevention Council, point to the cost-effectiveness of crime prevention initiatives.\(^{19}\) Investments in crime prevention should be welcome in an era of tight budgets at all levels of government. To maximize the impact of these investments, there are steps that everyone—not only government and law enforcement agencies—can take to reduce crime.

The Urgent Need for National Crime Prevention Policy

With violent crime poised to rise once again, the costs of crime escalating, and Americans’ expressed belief that crime in this country is getting worse, it is time for this country’s leaders to chart a new course for crime prevention. In fact, this may be the ideal time, as there is no immediate crime “crisis” impelling actions that are emotionally driven and ill-advised. Instead, policy makers can avail themselves of an opportunity to consider lessons learned from research and experience and proceed toward a reasoned approach to effective, long-term crime prevention policy.

In addition, there are several significant roles in implementing crime prevention strategies that only the federal government can play:\(^{20}\)

- **Leadership**, through funding, technical assistance, and support for innovations and initiatives that exceed the resources of individual state and local governments
- **Evaluation and development**, to identify and promote best practices
- **Infrastructure enhancement**, by underwriting specialized task forces and technological advances to encourage multijurisdictional collaboration and leverage resources

By stepping forward to assert a strong national policy, America’s leaders will set the stage for a ripple effect of changes in policy at all levels of government.


levels of government, leading in turn to widespread adoption of proven crime prevention strategies nationwide. Americans will be safer, and their fear of crime will dissipate.

**Draw Attention to Prevention**

Meanwhile, even in the absence of national policy, enterprising individuals and organizations in communities across the country are working to educate the public about crime and their risk for victimization, and in the process, teach them about strategies for preventing crime. Most of these strategies depend heavily on people and businesses to keep watch over their neighborhoods and communities, working in tandem with their local law enforcement agencies. Citizens need to work closely with local law enforcement serving as the eyes and ears of the community.

In his paper, *Fear of Crime in the United States*, sociologist Mark Warr argues that when the public’s perceptions of crime are widely divergent from the reality, the consequences can be severe. As noted above, people who have an exaggerated fear of crime may modify their behaviors in ways that limit their opportunities for work or leisure activities. Conversely, people who underestimate the risk of crime may fail to take common sense, protective measures, in the process potentially exposing themselves to victimization.

Dr. Warr suggests three ways to better align perceptions with actual risk:21

1) Educate people about the context of crimes that are reported in the media
2) Educate them about the facts surrounding likelihood of victimization
3) Address the environmental cues to danger

All these efforts are mainstays of crime prevention, which the Crime Prevention Coalition of America defines as “a pattern of attitudes and behaviors directed both at reducing the threat of crime and enhancing the sense of safety and security, to positively influence the quality of life in our society, and to help develop environments where crime cannot flourish.”

Through the National Citizens’ Crime Prevention Campaign, the National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) trains crime prevention professionals and concerned citizens in effective strategies to help reduce crime in their communities. Informative publications, school curricula, community outreach, and a dynamic website all help Americans understand that preventing crime is everyone’s business.

---

bullying is more common than we care to believe—more than four in 10 teens who responded to a survey commissioned by NCPC report being victimized in this way.\textsuperscript{22} We should acknowledge this statistic and take the next step to educate teens and parents about preventing these insidious attacks. NCPC’s campaign, Cyberbullying: Don’t Write It. Don’t Forward It. features prize-winning public service announcements and informational materials.

NCPC raises awareness and offers prevention tips and resources on a wide variety of issues affecting everyone from children to seniors. Visit www.ncpc.org to learn more.

\section*{Understand the Risk}

According to the John Jay survey, two-thirds of Americans get most of their information about crime from television news broadcasts. Of necessity, the “6:00 Evening News” highlights crimes that are deemed “newsworthy,” either because the incidents are unusual or because the victims or offenders are public figures. The time allotted for these news items allows little more than a “sound bite”—who, what, when, and where. As a result, the viewing audience gets a skewed version of criminal incidents, and their fears may be raised unnecessarily or unreasonably.\textsuperscript{23}

For example, when a child is reported to have been abducted by a stranger—every parent’s worst nightmare—the public should be aware that approximately 100 such cases occur each year.\textsuperscript{24} This statistic is not meant to diminish the horror, but rather to assure parents how unlikely it is that any individual child will be victimized in this way. The next step is to educate parents about protecting their children from the more likely source of danger—people they know.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Teach Teens To Prevent Cyberbullying} \\
\hline
\textbf{Teach teens to} \\
\hline
\begin{itemize}
\item Refuse to pass along cyberbullying messages \\
\item Tell friends to stop cyberbullying \\
\item Block communication with cyberbullies \\
\item Report cyberbullying to a trusted adult \\
\end{itemize} \\
\hline
\textbf{Young people can also prevent cyberbullying by} \\
\hline
\begin{itemize}
\item Speaking with other students, as well as teachers and school administrators, to develop rules against cyberbullying \\
\item Raising awareness of the cyberbullying problem in your community by holding an assembly and creating fliers to give to younger kids or parents \\
\item Sharing NCPC’s anti-cyberbullying message with friends \\
\end{itemize} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Let teens know that even though you can’t see a cyberbully or the bully’s victim, cyberbullying causes real problems. If you wouldn’t say it in person, don’t say it online. Delete cyberbullying. Don’t write it. Don’t forward it.

\textit{“Given the ubiquity of messages about crime in our society and costs of inaccurate information, it is incumbent on criminal justice officials to provide the public with reliable information about crime...”}

\textbf{—Mark Warr}

\textsuperscript{22} National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC), Teens and Cyberbullying (Washington, DC: NCPC, 2007).


To help law enforcement communicate reliable information to the public in the aftermath of a high-profile local incident, the National Crime Prevention Council and the Advertising Council, Inc. developed ten radio rapid response public service announcements (PSAs). Each PSA covers a specific issue: burglary, fraud, home invasion, kids and theft, prevention at work, school violence (for both kids and parents), senior fraud, sexual assault, and threats to children. Each PSA can be localized and all are available through NCPC. If used effectively, these materials can help the media deliver a more prevention-focused message to allay unnecessary fear in their communities.

**Address Environmental Cues**

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is a long-standing practice that relies on creative and effective use of the built environment to reduce the fear and incidence of crime and to instill improvements in the quality of life. Since its inception more than 25 years ago, NCPC has trained law enforcement officers and other community leaders across the country in CPTED principles and strategies. Strategically placed lighting, creative landscaping, alternative traffic patterns—all are examples of incorporating crime prevention into the built environment.

Here’s a success story that attests to the value of CPTED in preventing violent crime:

Several women had been sexually assaulted in the ground-level laundry room of an apartment building. Crime prevention specialists from NCPC and local law enforcement inspected the area and offered several recommendations:

- Rearrange the laundry facilities to allow unobstructed views of all areas of the room from the windows
- Install better lighting in those areas
- Trim shrubbery around the windows to increase visibility

After these measures were implemented, there were no more assaults.

**Crime Prevention Helps Everyone**

Strong leadership can move crime prevention to the forefront for policymakers at all levels of government and for individual Americans across the country. By supporting prevention—through funding, legislation, and dissemination of best practices—America’s leaders can pave the way for safer and economically vibrant neighborhoods.

In short—**Crime Prevention Matters!**

---

25 For more information about Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED), visit www.ncpc.org.

---

*He who does not prevent crime when he can, encourages it.*

—Roman philosopher, Seneca